The Path of Souls (Transcendance Trilogy Book 1)

Hell has had a breakout...and now the end
is nigh! After the news of the death of the
man who attacked her JennyH Nolton
finally feels she is free once again to live
her life rather than to merely exist. Even as
she prepares to begin again she starts to
experience peculiar occurrences. The
torrential rain which shrouds the globe is
only the beginning as biblical floods
devastate the planet and an Angelic
messenger arrives at a church with a brutal
message for the worlds sinners and divine
vindication for the righteous. Soon the
killings once more begin to follow Jenny
around as the angelic cult seeks to find her.
This dark fantasy sends the heroine of the
story into a brutal and unjust world of
heaven and hell exploring the foundations
of good and evil as she attempts first to
survive and then to escape eternal
damnation.
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